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be still, pull the energy of Pure Love
into your being, until you fill every
nook and cranny. We may, or may not
be physically hugging another physical
person now. But filling yourself with
Pure Love energy is a spiritual hug,
from all of us, which you can pass on.

Editorial
June 2021
Welcome to the summer issue of the
Fountain International Magazine.

Hope that you like the new Fountain
International Magazine website which
has now been regenerated.
How are you? Have you come to a
standstill in life? Ahead looks dark and
ominous.

The 29th September will be Fountain
International’s 40th Birthday, and the
e-zine Fountain International
Magazine’s 10th Anniversary.

Over the past eighteen months we have
all been through the wringer. With
some of us faring better than others.

An event is being planned on Zoom on
the Sunday 26th September 2021,
where we will have three speakers
giving talks.

There is no shame in taking a breather,
to gather yourself together and
recharge.

Back in 1981 on 29th September, at St
Bartholomew’s Church in Brighton at
8.30pm, the inauguration of Fountain
International meditation happened.
For the 40th Anniversary on Zoom, 29th
September 2021 at 8.30pm GMT, we
will be doing the Gaia Meditation,
which was channelled by Colin Bloy. I
will be able to take up to 100
participants, on zoom, from anywhere
in the world. Those who are unable to
get a place, are welcome to join in, as a
copy of the meditation to be used will

We are all humans, not superhumans,
and we need to take care of ourselves,
to enable us to take care of others.
This time of changes and chaos is not a
sprint, but a marathon, so there are
going to be times of easy strides, and
struggles to get one foot in front of the
other, that’s life. It is none productive
to beat yourself up over any failings.
In these exciting times, the goal is
more than worth it. So if you need it,
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be printed in the September issue of
the Magazine.
Information about these events are at
the back of this Magazine.
I am still available for zoom calls, from
people wishing for further information
about Fountain. If you email me,
giving possible meet times, I can send
an invitation.

Writing articles, not your thing? As
you can tell by past magazines, we are
happy to receive input from those of
you of a more artistic, creative nature,
ie poems, inspired writing, short
stories, artwork, photographs, etc. The
sky’s the limit.

At present I have a few big projects
under way. Which include the
translation of Colin Bloy’s Spiritual
Archetypal Healing Manuals from
Spanish. Typing up the major parts of
the hardcopy Fountain/Fountain
International Magazine, between
1986-2000. Past booklets of Fountain
International, (two of which are
already on the website, waiting for
download.) Plus, other written articles,
held in the archive. My aim to make all
this information available on the
website.

All contributions to the magazine are
the copyright of the authors, artists and
photographers, and Fountain
International Magazine. Unauthorized
use and/or duplication of any material
of the magazine without express and
written permission from its author and
owner is strictly prohibited. Excerpts
may be used, provided that full and
clear credit is given to the author and
fountaininternationalmagazine.com
with appropriate and specific
direction to the original content.

Deadline for the next issue
1st September 2021
Next Issue Out
21st September 2021
All original submissions of the
submitter welcome, within the
general remit of the magazine. If in
doubt ask the Editor.

The views given in the magazine are not
necessarily those of Fountain
International or Fountain International
Magazine.

suzannemthomas48@gmail.com
With regard to articles, we are looking
for 1,500 words max, with illustrations
or photos. Be a part of this special
magazine, don’t hide your light. There
is no better time than NOW!

Donations are very welcome, through
the website, to enable the running costs
of the website and magazine, and the
promotion of the “Fountain Concept.”
All contributions to the magazine are
the copyright of the authors, artists and
photographers, and Fountain
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International Magazine. Unauthorized
use and/or duplication of any material
of the magazine without express and
written permission from its author and
owner is strictly prohibited. Excerpts
may be used, provided that full and
clear credit is given to the author and
fountaininternationalmagazine.com
with appropriate and specific
direction to the original content.

Glastonbury Tor, UK
Linked Meditation
Become Involved

The views given in the magazine are not
necessarily those of Fountain
International or Fountain International
Magazine.
Donations are very welcome, through
the website, to enable the running costs
of the website and magazine, and the
promotion of the “Fountain Concept.”

Join with us for the daily sending out
of Pure Love, Light and Balancing
energies, at 7pm GMT, daily, using the
focal point of Glastonbury Tor, UK, to
encompass the World and all within it.
This is a free activity that any human
being can do, in aid of the world that
we live in. All can participate and help,
there are no barriers.
Not able to make the sending out time
of the energies at 7pm!

Thank you

You can still join in and be of great
value, by sending Pure Love energy to
the Tor, putting on the intention that it
is stored there until 7am the next day,
when it will be sent out with the rest of
the Pure Love energy into the world
and to encompass all.

Check out our
Facebook Page.
Like us.

Everyone can make a difference, don’t
let anyone else including yourself, tell
you different.
The gaps may be long between issues of the
magazine, but here’s an opportunity to interact

A thought is all it
takes.

with those of a similar interest, and build a
strong network between peoples and groups.
www.facebook.com/FountainInternational
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Tongo, an off shoot of Fountain
International also sends out energies
once a month on the 27th of each
month at 7pm. For more information
about Tongo go to their website.

Beware intermittent Transatlantic
spellings, depending on which side of
the Atlantic that you are.

Today’s Feelings are Yesterday's
News

www.tongo.org.uk
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to experience4 the world anew? To
make a new choice? Although death
stops the old thinking patterns, can we
change our minds easier? Can we learn
to enjoy a new type of food, person, or
experience that we love?

seven days a week. Our habits are who
we are. We do something a certain
way, and in time that is the only way
that it is done. Improvements to
accomplish this task are wrong. Did we
build plexiglass funnels that we can't
see, and our thoughts automatically
conform to past patterns of past
opinions and perceptions? The crazy
part is that we are not even conscious
of this process.

Music allows flexibility and flow of
thinking and feeling. Explore a genre
that is new to you. Experience music
without judgment. Why do your kids
like this music? Focus on enabling a
fresh emotion to surface with a unique
experience.

We get angry with a friend of ours.
Hours later, we realize they sounded
like someone else who had hurt us. Did
we unconsciously react the way we did
in the past situation? Did old anger
pop up in a second before we were
even aware of it? Did we automatically
transfer old feelings of resentment to a
new condition? We are being
automated!
Have we etched resentment into our
thinking pattern, and now we are
hardwired to see a reason to be
resentful no matter what? Resentful is
not a choice but a habit, a hardwired
thinking pattern.

Step back and observe your habits.
What are your emotional and mental
patterns? For example, do you want to
be angry with every new situation? You
must focus on the desired change
many times to gain a new habit. Lots of
will power required. Put your energy
into deciding who you want to be.
Then select experiences and options
throughout the day that sculpt this
person.
We think we are not experiencing
emotions when we are doing our taxes,
we are not conscious of our feelings, as
our attention is on arithmetic and
filling out a form. Our feelings are
active, whether or not we are aware of
them. Our emotions are habits. What
we-think-and-feel-all-day-long
becomes who we are. Bo breaks. No
exceptions. Our feelings are yesterday's
news and not reacting to what is going

We love the music that we listened to
as a teenager and hate the "junk"
young people listen to. We can't derive
enjoyment from new music because we
already attached pleasure to the oldies.
Why do we limit our choices?
How do we clear the cobwebs in our
rational thinking and allow ourselves
5

on at the moment. They are stuck
energies within. Invisible, but in our
face, they are there.

Repeated listening is like peeling an
onion – layer after layer of negative
energy is removed.

Music comes to the rescue again:
cathartic music. The Healing Flower
Symphonies creatively take you into
the dark side of each emotion (such as
impatience versus patience) as a
cathartic release – cleansing emotional
baggage. Whatever is repressed has
power over us; we have been trained
since our earliest years to suppress
negative emotions. These do not
vanish but show up as outward
negative energy, such as anger or
aggression, or an inward force
manifesting as depression, insecurity,
or illness.

To develop a positive outlook, it is not
enough to maintain positive feelings. It
won't habitually stick unless you first
discharge negativity. We need a
catharsis.

The music of The Healing Flower
Symphonies transforms negative
energy into a virtue, which is a feeling.
To make a habit of a virtuous feeling,
we must feel it over and over again.
What could do that more easily than
music? Pick who you want to be and
listen to the music that creates those
habits. Little to no will power required.
No medicine or compounds required.
Best of all, it is enjoyable and free.

The antidote is to feel your pain – it
allows a release. This is why grieving
works. This isn't as frightening or as
painful as you think. It will not destroy
you. Within a surprisingly brief time,
the pain will dissipate. Simply listen to
music and let it help you feel free.
People overwhelmingly report the
release of unpleasant emotional
baggage while listening to The Healing
Flower Symphonies. Many experienced
negative emotions pass out of their
energy fields while listening. This is
not a pleasant moment. The Healing
Flower Symphonies are not for
"pansies." Others were not aware of
their energy fields but disliked the
cathartic music for a brief time.
6

succumb to its prowess thus
perpetuating an unfulfilled existence.

PlanBe
By Iam Saums
“We are.”
The Edge:
Now that we have been roused from
the slumber of social reality in wake of
rampant animosity, disease, injustice,
politics and uprising, our opportunity
to turn the antiquated page of human
history has come. Over the last year,
all of us have been driven to the brink
with the threat of social annihilation.
Our adrenals, attention, nerves and
patience pushed over the edge. Believe
it or not, there are many overlooked
positives that currently exist in
contemporary society during this
challenging yet powerful age. Though
we all have had our encounters with
anger, hopelessness, fear, loss, sadness
and restriction, an energetic
transitional shift is occurring the likes
we have never experienced.
Regardless of how society may seem,
we are in a new era.

Sleight of Perception:
There will always be those who
deceive, exploit and manipulate the
natural evolution and progression of
human destiny. Fear-laden, insecure
individuals deluded with the notion
that real power is obtained through
aggression, control, division, profit and
warfare. Yet, the effectiveness, impact
and success of these archaic paradigms
are fading and failing amidst the
transcendence of social consciousness,
empathy, insight and unity. Their plan
to take advantage of the vulnerable
while society slips beneath the surface
of its own cognizance, compassion,
reason and welfare has backfired. The
dynamics of life have changed. We
either sink to the bottom of existence
or flow with the ever-expanding tides
of transition.

Lethal Liaisons:
Fear is the most powerful force in
society. This unfortunate truth is
certainly evident now. Perhaps the
greatest reason why it effectively
passes its impression of dis-ease is our
collective oblivion to its influence. Yet,
the pure power of it is not that to
which we are present. It is the fear to
which we are unconscious and/or
deny. We give our personal power
over to fear more than any other social
entity. The more we avoid this
powerful element of human nature, the
more we ultimately enable it and are
enslaved. It is the primary reason
most never manifest their human
destiny. Generation after generation

Organized Diversion:
Since before the last Winter Solstice,
we are in a quickening of energetic
evolution. The gateway to the universe
is wide open granting us the
opportunity to relate with and
personify our soul. It is a powerful
time when we experience both
extraordinary inspiration and insight
as well as extreme anxiety and fear.
Social reality is designed to prevent
and even prohibit this shift in human
7

awareness. Authoritarian institutions
have always and are intentionally
attempting to highjack and obstruct
our destined transformation. Whether
their strategy is mass weapons of
education, politics, religion or media,
their agendas of control and power are
ever-present. Yet, social awareness is
now empowering a transparency
unrivaled in human history.

Dynamics of Being:
Instinct is an aspect of our body,
thought is a facet of our mind and
feelings are an expression of our heart.
Yet, these senses are not in and of
themselves an articulation of being.
We are multidimensional entities
empowered by the totality of our
potentiality. Being is our destined
opportunity to express our full
possibility. Our true nature is the
ability to benefit from all elements of
our being. When we establish and
sustain balance within our being, we
become an expression of our soul and
the universe. This inspires us to
collectively thrive. Our individual
fulfillment is fruitless when obtained
for the self alone. True enlightenment
is a collective experience when
achieved by all.

Being is believing.”

Transition of Power:
Most are quite comfortable and willing
to relinquish their personal power to
teachers, preachers, elected officials,
broadcast personalities and a great
number of other autocratic social
entities. We have been conditioned to
yield our power to others in the guise
of agreement, belonging, conformity,
patriotism, security and selfrighteousness. We have enabled the
very social enslavement we so despise
when we are fortunate enough to
acknowledge this harsh self-reality.
Doubt is as influential in our lives as
fear. Now we are being challenged
with the undeniable truth of ourselves,
given our current social experience and
environment. These evolutionary
labor pains grant us a unique
opportunity to claim our power and
transform our reality.

Source of Energy:
Energy flows where attention goes. The
universe sources us with infinite
energy from which everything begins
and ends. Our energy is our power.
How we express it defines our
existence, perception and reality. Who
we are being determines its nature and
purpose. Its quality is often
diminished by our selfish and toxic
personal and social climates. Our
focus and intent of it is the only way we
can transform our selves and
environment. The legacy of our energy
resonates beyond our lives. Who we
are being energetically manifests the
8

universe into social reality. We are this
powerful! Who we are being is a
declaration of empowerment and the
embodiment of our soul.

THE HIGHER PURPOSE
OF FOUNTAIN’S WAY FOR
PLANETARY HEALING

Universal Destiny:

Macarena Miletich

Most may perceive contemporary
times as increasingly grim. This last
year has been an extraordinary
opportunity to acknowledge and
release our failures with social conflict,
disease, duality, evasion, judgement,
hostility, malevolence, prejudice and
segregation. When observing with our
instinct and intellect, these challenges
may appear necessary and justified.
Yet, broadening our vision to include
our heart and intuition transforms our
experience and aligns us with the
universe. Living our full potential of
being empowers us to transcend the
tragic linear and peripheral social
reality to embrace and become an
expression of our soul. Our personal
transformation creates, sustains and
fulfills our universal destiny.

I was analyzing some ways about how to
understand “meditation”.
When people are asked
meditation, many will say;

about

“I cannot meditate. My mind is too busy
with thoughts.”
“I fell asleep, any time I tried to
meditate.”
“I can’t relax and empty my mind”
“When I meditate,
anything.” And so on.

I

don’t

feel

Meditation has to do with personal
growth and spiritual paths, or as the
traditional concept of it for relaxation
and getting in touch with higher self.

“Being is the essence of the universe.”

To see meditation as a way for personal
growth has been a necessary step to
perhaps discover who we really are and
to find something more than just the
physical.
It is my reflection, that no one way is
better than another, and that no group
is better than another. Each person is
unique in their preferences. There is no
right or wrong way to personal growth
and enlightenment.
It is time for a higher panoramic view.
We need a new position, a coming
together of groups and like-minded
individuals. Fountain has always been
non-competitive and had a respect for
other groups. After all, we are all in this
together. Helping each other to grow in
the light, in awareness and self9

knowledge. It is a link-in-joy, a special
feeling that means, always: “I am on the
path”.
Now, I really feel myself linked with
Cosmos and Nature.

The roots of Fountain International are
a path to greater awareness. Practicing
the Fountain “concept”, affects the
quantum field, and we enter into a
dialogue with the energy of the
world/earth. It is a direct bridge, a
special focus in which we recognize
through physical and psychical senses
that “we are a part of this energy, and
we belong to this energy.”

Or, you can think, for a moment, about
which point could be the energy centre
of the city/town. It is the very first point
to change your view about the place in
which you are living now. Mother earth
as many special spots throughout the
entire planet. It is like a special
planetary acupuncture. So, if you want
to begin to feel through your sensitivity.
There is a very nice first exercise. You
could have a look about the history of
the city, the myths, the relevant
personalities in other centuries…
Legends, fairy tales, the first name it
had, at the beginning and other special
features.

The path is a highway through the
infinite, it has more purpose than
common meditation. It is a link, a
nurture, a light giving and receiving, a
great connection, because we are this
light.

THE CITY’S HARA

All this information can be helpful, first
of all, because everybody likes to know
about the landscape or the city in which
they are living. You meditate on your
place of special interest, jotting down
your feelings. Then you go to this place
physically, and enjoy wondering about
its past and stories.

To begin, you look for a physical point,
a geographic spot in your city or town.
Something that is easy to visualize.
Frequently, it is a fountain, Clock tower,
memorial, tree or similar. Sometimes,
the special point can be inside a
building for example a church or civil
building. (It does not need to be on an
energy line, because as soon as you start
using this focal point it will click into
the energetic system.)

You can test the point of focus with your
pendulum or with your hands, as we do
in our Archetypal Healing. The point
could be linked with water, with earth…
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you test this. Then, you can do your own
connection (heavens / earth), you
protect yourself with a special ball of
golden light and feel the energy of the
hara. Here you are.

Colin Bloy raised it, as an alternative to
traditional meditations.
Expanding
the
experience
of
unconditional love or charity (in the
Christian sense) towards the reality of
pure love, of the energy of love that
unites the entire universe, is a great
premonition.

This kind of connection gives you, at
first, a new balance, you receive this
new energy through your breathing.
The special point begins to feel your
energetic presence and increases its
own energetic level. This is the
beginning of Fountain Meditation.

The new energies that have arrived
since the middle of the 20th century,
have developed a greater sensitivity
that is awakening in all people, and the
expansion of extrasensory capacities,
make us understand more clearly the
importance of using our wills, our
intention and our subtle energy with
the quantum field that is at our
disposal. All this, as well as active
visualization, in each one of us, is the
key to creating the new realities of the
21st century society, which already
wants to develop this winged humanity.
Humankind walks now in this section
of the evolution of the human being and
the proposals that come from the subtle
worlds.

If you are in your house, with friends, or
other persons that want to be connected
to this special way of meditation or
Fountain “concept”, you are the chosen
one that offers a very special
experience. You can choose the dates,
you can open your mind and heart and
visualize the hara of your city or town
and offer a special healing, through the
energetic network, for you, your city,
your country, our entire world.
If we find some parts of our own soul,
we feel better. If we do something good
for others and for the planet, we
remember that we belong to the same
Light.

After decades of searching and
yearning, we are now "professionals of
the conscience", with full knowledge of
the scope of our intimate interaction of
our conscience with this special project
that encompasses all people.

Each person has their own power centre
in the physical body, it is between first
and second chakra, in our chakra
system. It may be possible to feel that
there is a very nice resonance between
“power centres”? One is in the “human
universe” and the other is in the
energetic network of our planet, a living
being.

Great vision for the future, creating the
concept behind Fountain International,
for Planetary Healing! How we can say
“thanks” to all the beginners!
Now, in the present moment, we are the
ones who have the opportunity to act
with maturity and freedom, living the
expansion of the energy and love
spectrum that can allow, in harmony, to
scale new vibrational positions for the
benefit of the planet, for humankind
and the Evolution.

FOUNTAIN, TODAY
We can use the concept of Fountain
International right now. I believe it was
a visionary concept at the time that
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The moment is now, we are the artists
of this exponential effect that
Fountain's Meditation can provide for
all corners of the planet. And it is
worth expanding this possibility in us.
It is a loving task where we feel alive,
connected, useful in this acceleration
of times.

information about getting prayers
answered while rooting around
through decades of deep intoxication
and a few layers of insanity—and rarely
saying a conventional prayer or even
believing in the concept.
It seems I may have gotten lucky.
There are three steps to getting your
prayers answered. They are:

MACARENA MILETICH
ARCHETYPES HEALING
INSTRUCTOR

1
Set your hope, wish, prayer, aspiration,
desired intent exactly where you want
it, worded so that it is short, focused,
and sticks to basics.

VOICE AND SOUND HEALING
Book: THE LIVING VOICE LA VOZ
VIVIENTE
(ed.Natural), in Spanish.

If your wish includes doing harm, or is
of no benefit to others, restructure it.
For a first step example, “I hope that
nasty bastard dies painfully and that I
never meet another asshole like him”
probably won’t work too well. “I hope
to never meet nasty people from now
on and that everyone else has the same
good luck” is a much better fit, but not
quite good enough. The desired result
needs to always be framed in present
tense positive achievement. The “I
hope...” sentence should be structured
to say something like, “I meet nicer
people and am one. I welcome help
with this.”

How to have your prayers
answered

If you really want to make big points
within this system, say something like
the following, and really mean it. “I
meet nicer people and am one. I hope
that all people, especially that one who
has recently acted so nastily toward
me, become decent and happy. I thank
everything in existence for help in
making this happen.” Use whatever
you feel comfy with in place of that
“everything in existence” bit. God, any
representative or representation of
God, The Universe, The Force, The
Collective Unconscious, Nature, Fate,

By Doug Ten Rose
This short excerpt is from the chapter
How to Get Your Prayers Answered
in the book Reincarnation Through
Common Sense.
I feel a little uppity and out of place
entitling a chapter “How to Get Your
Prayers Answered.” Everyone who has
ever lived has asked this question at
least once. It is unlikely that a person
like myself could find any important
12

only be 100% of your mind. If 90% of it
is rattling around on things other than
those that you want in your line of
focus, other than fulfilling the prayer—
well, you can do the math. The
percentage of random thought
prattling around in your head needs to
be reduced as thoroughly as possible in
order to have most of consciousness
available for getting your sought after
on-purpose intentions fulfilled.

The Field, The Buddhafield, The Laws
Of Physics and the Quantum Field, The
Void, Great Spirit, Great Beyond, or
whatever name you have for your
Bigger-Than-You thing.
The language of positive direction and
a benevolent intent are extremely
important! Use them. The potent effect
of positive language can be seen in
Mother Teresa’s comment, “I won’t go
to your anti-war rally. If you ever have
a peace rally, call me.”

Thoughts will arise, but don’t pay
attention to them. Pay attention to the
awareness that is recognizing them. To
stabilize this ability will take patience,
confidence, and consistent effort—
especially at first. Practice makes
perfect. The more you do it, the easier
it gets. There are tried and true
methods that have been proven to
work. My Temple mates and their
ancestors have been using some of
them for thousands of years. I strongly
recommend a tried and true method
because employing your own
unassisted mind to clean out the
clutter spawned by that very mind
would be similar to hiring soldiers to
end the concept of war. The cemeteries
are full of dead soldiers who would like
to tell you that this logic is fatally
flawed.

2
Empty your mind of everything else.
Don’t treat this step lightly! It is not as
simple as it sounds. Most folks can’t sit
for a single minute without having an
unsolicited thought pop up. Clearing
mental clutter will take some work, but
it can be very enjoyable. Relax through
any initial bits of impatience.
Here’s why this step is so important.
Everything comes from nothing.
Whatever you want to put anywhere
starts with it not being there yet.
Consider that nothing always comes
before something. That’s why it can
truly be said that there is no thing as
real as nothing.
Any background is the birthplace of
whatever stands out from it.

Finding a good teacher with whom a
good working rapport can be
established is extremely beneficial to
your mind-clearing process. The

Then consider that there can only be
100% of anything and so there can
13

quality of attention paid by the student
is more important than who the
teacher is—but not by much. Finding a
knowledgeable, dedicated teacher and
bringing all of your attention to the
learning process are both very
important.
Being overanxious can work against a
person who is picking a coach, teacher,
or guide. It’s a wonderful thing to get
help with this mind-clearing part of the
prayer-fulfilling process. But just
because one is well motivated and
anxious to start doesn’t mean that the
first person to come along with a robe,
divinity degree, or crystal ball is the
right teacher. Try a few sessions each
with as many teachers as you care to,
and with an open mind. It may take a
week or years. When the right time,
person, and system for you arrive, it
will be obvious.

Riding the Ferris Wheel of Self
Forgiveness
By Brenda Rachel

“We should be very careful who we
establish a relationship with as a
teacher. First we should check him or
her out and allow him or her to check
us out. If this doesn’t work out, don’t
push it. It is always better to develop a
relationship that we can trust, rather
than getting into one we are not sure
of. This is essential advice. The student
and the Lama have to have a strong
faith and trust in each other.” Lama
Karma Rinchen

How much fun, or maybe more fear
than fun, or a combination of both,
have you had when riding on a Ferris
Wheel? I was talking with my Angels
today and asked them to give me an
analogy as a starting point to begin
writing about self-forgiveness and they
showed me a picture of a Ferris Wheel
in my mind. As an Angel Healing
Practitioner, having experienced 4
disabilities and 6 near-death
situations, most between 1994 and
2010, one of them being a conscious
suicide attempt in 1996, But through
Divine Angelic Intervention, I didn’t
die. I am blessed to continually be

3
For step 3 and the thread that ties
everything together, see Chapter 72 in
the book Reincarnation Through
Common Sense.
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and off balanced in my emotional state
and require many hours of rest. I
know, from previous experience, the
feeling of elation once I have mastered
Riding the Ferris Wheel of SelfForgiveness and know this can be
accomplished with grace and ease,
when I turn everything over to Spirit.

given insight from the Angels as I
chose to become a “Messenger of
Hope” for them in 2004 when I was
suffering from bi-lateral plantar
fasciitis and couldn’t walk for 5
months. The Angels began gifting me
with their words and melodies, which
turned into 6 songs. I arranged these
songs with a professional singer and
co-produced an EP “In This Moment”,
which is free on my website
www.brendarachel4angels.com. As I
progress in my spiritual evolvement, I
understand more and more that life is
a progression of positive and negative
experiences and everything that
happens to me is for the sole purpose
of bringing me closer to the Divine
Expression of Spirit that I came here to
be.

2.
Fearful to Begin this Journey –
Most of my life I have had a very
negative self-image of myself. A lot of
my childhood and teen years I was
ridiculed by those close to me about
my weight and called names. This
stuck with me for many years. Today,
I’m able to love me for the way I look
physically and accept my body shape.
However, the areas of self-forgiveness
that I want to heal completely are to do
with lack of self-worth and
deservedness and self-acceptance of
who I am today, instead of getting
caught up in yesterday. I want to let go
of all fear that incapacitates me in
believing that this self-forgiveness
process will never be healed
completely and that these negative
thoughts will continuously rotate
through my mind. I want to feel the joy
in my soul as this process comes to its
final healing destination.

Forgiveness of self, for me, is akin to
consciously making a decision to get
on the Ferris Wheel, knowing that I am
fearful to begin this journey, but not
knowing if I will be able to complete
the ride or enjoy the journey while on
it, that I may become incapacitated
while on it, the Ferris Wheel may have
a malfunction or setback that
temporarily stops the process or have a
complete shutdown that leaves me
stranded at the top of the Ferris Wheel
with nowhere to go.

3.
What Happens if an Emotional
Malfunction or Temporary Setback
Happens? – Just like anything in my
life that has happened to date, I believe
that everything is in Divine Order and
that if my self-forgiveness process has
a temporary setback and I have not
achieved my desired result, or an
emotional malfunction occurs, where I
am shown through my reactions to my
environment that I have more work to
do on my self-forgiveness, I choose to
trust the process that Spirit is guiding

1.
Consciously Making the
Decision to Forgive Myself – I believe
that in order for the process of selfforgiveness to begin, I must make a
conscious decision to start the journey.
For me, it usually starts with a negative
experience that lingers in my mind. My
negative thoughts are a continuous
circle going round and round, much
like the Ferris Wheel. My energy
becomes depleted and I become
physically ill, drained and tired with
limited focus capacity. I can feel dizzy
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me at all times, at the control panel
and as He is all-seeing and allknowing, can change any outcome, at
any time. When I embark upon the
journey to Ride the Ferris Wheel of
Self-Forgiveness, I trust that Spirit is
guiding me through this healing
journey, where my eyes will be opened
and I will be able to see all the beauty
that resides in and around me. One
thing I know for certain, is that if I do
not purchase my ticket for Riding the
Ferris Wheel of Self-Forgiveness, I will
remain right where I am and not give
myself the opportunity to open myself
up to a new way of perceiving my
world.

another country from where I am
based, she was on a different
continent, located on more or less the
other side of the world from me in New
Zealand.
The email which arrived one particular
day once again confirmed to me one
truth which has been proved right
countless times - there are some
people who remain destined to cross
our paths for a pre-determined reason,
even if initially with we have
practically no idea what this reason
might be!
The woman in question getting in
touch was definitely a serendipitous
happening. Her email enquired if I
might help her, after me asking exactly
how, Lucy took the opportunity to tell
me her story. Sharing innermost
feelings for the first time which she felt
most others close around her would
likely find a little too odd to fully
understand. Her reality was she felt
unhappy, lacking energy and much
motivation to change anything in her
life – whilst paradoxically knowing
deep down inside that she definitely
needed to do precisely just that. She
felt lethargic, was overweight and her
underlying fear was that she could
have some serious illness all the health
professionals had missed during her
frequent visits to them for
consultation.

With Love from the Light, From My
Heart to Yours,
Angel Blessings,
Brenda Rachel

A VERY DISTANT HEALING
By Dean Fraser
As I dowsed to get to the heart of her
issue it became apparent Lucy needed
to change her lifestyle and like
now…otherwise she would soon
become seriously ill…

Promising I would dowse to investigate
further for her, here I found myself
presented with an opportunity to
happily stretch my own ability to the
outer limits. To afford a healing
session for someone who not only lived
on the opposite side of the globe, but
also in a completely different timezone; I must confess I found myself

*******
Most of my healing for others these
days is done over a distance, this way I
get to help so many more people, the
majority of who I usually never get to
physically meet. This case was just
such an occasion. Lucy wasn’t just in
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private. What I did feel strongly
coming back from Lucy was her
physical body crying-out in distress.
The strongest sense she needed to
change her eating habits and like now!

fascinated to see how it might all work
out for both of us!

I am not a qualified nutritionist, what I
do have though is over three decades
worth of experience in being vigilant in
what I choose to take into my body by
way of food and drink.
Getting it touch with her again, Lucy
confirmed back by email that although
she was vegetarian, her diet consisted
mainly of microwaved convenience
fast-food and the only liquid she took
on board all day were soda and energy
drinks. Little wonder she experienced
mood swings and stamina issues!

Getting out my pendulum, as usual
allowed me to get to the heart of the
matter for Lucy. When we don’t
actually have our client right there in
front of us to ask questions or watch
their body language as they respond,
our pendulum proves invaluable. Here
are the precise questions I asked
relating to this case:

My urgent suggestion to Lucy was she
needed to reduce her sugar intake as
much as she currently felt comfortable
with to begin with. Then switch over to
eating more pure grains such as oats,
brown rice, rye, etc and fresh organic
vegetables. Finally ditch the soda to
replace it with primarily water, and
bancha tea if she fancied something
else. I further recommended she add
daikon (white radish) into her eating
habits; this vegetable helps with
breaking down fatty deposits in the
body.

1.
Has Lucy got some as yet
undiagnosed illness? (answer Maybe)
2.
Does Lucy have emotional
blockages? (No)
3.

One emotional blockage? (No)

4.
Multi-layered emotional
blockages? (No)
5.
Are my intuitive senses of what
is causing Lucy these issues for Lucy
correct? (Yes)

My advice is always intuitive, which I
usually confirm by my pendulum
dowsing. With Lucy, her results
became an urgent plea from me for her
to change her lifestyle as quickly as she
could. I sensed that if she continued
along her current path, she would get
really quite sick extremely soon.

6.
Will a healing session from here
be able to help Lucy? (Yes)
I commenced my distant healing
session, more this time to get a sense
of exactly how I might help Lucy and
what was literally her issue. Please
understand when one such as myself
does a distant healing we cannot read
the client’s mind, all their personal and
private thoughts remain just that,

Lucy gradually took my suggestions on
board and slowly started to get her life
back. Over the course of six months
she weened herself off all the
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convenience food and soda drinks
completely. She emailed that she now
feels far more balanced within her
moods, healthier and possesses a
newfound energy and enthusiasm for
life.

A Dialogue with Arcturus
Transcribed by
Geraldine Sherborne
I ask Zoare , my mentor, to be given
the details necessary to know if
humanities shift into the Fourth and
Fifth Dimensions are occurring at this
present time of world lockdown due to
the Virus called Covid 19.
ZOARE
The world level of consciousness is at
its lowest ever ebb, and it waits for
appeasement within its authorities on
many different and complex levels.
Regardless of the virus actions, the
shift to an entirely altered level of
consciousness, has been expected for
thousands of your years, and now at an
unprecedented stage in its evolution –
is in full flow toward and inevitable
outcome.

Bio
Over the last three decades Dean has
become one of the world's leading
advocates of dowsing as a means of
connecting to our own intuition, also a
passionate teacher of meditation and
holistic lifestyles. Alongside poetry he
found another channel for spiritual
expression through intuitive art as a
creative outlet. Dean’s calls his
transcendent paintings Beyond Art.
They have gained a reputation for
acting as a powerful focus for
meditation and to raise the chi or
positive vibrational energy in any
room.

This is in reality, the Armageddon
predicted in your Bible and by ancient
Seers throughout the ages of mankind,
nothing to do with the physical
expected Poles shift - there have been
many of those, mostly when humanity
was in the minority on your soil. The
shift from one dimension to another is
part of humanities energy field
controlled by Cosmic vibrations
aligned to the Hierarchy of the
Heavenly and Cosmic Realms far
beyond your small earth. The human
life within has to adapt to this violent
change being manifested both by them
and the natural Earth controlled
energy fields in their immediate
sphere.

Dean Fraser tours globally sharing lifeaffirming stories and poetry.
www.deanfrasercentral.com
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as service to The Earth Mother, as Her
Minions, as they resolve to repair her
body for themselves to survive in.
For centuries mankind has been to be
party to many lies that have weakened
the status quo of the Earth plane, as
they fell from Grace, with their
continuous wars, dissentions and nonreality behaviour, committing to an
unprecedented split into duality,
leading away from any perfection and
connection to the Light of mankind –
its perfect role for mankind for growth
and peace.

Unprecedented change of both the
human psyche, DNA and your physical
appearances are unfolding against the
background brought to a head by the
virus at present besieging you, a
virulent strain of great importance for
this movement from one dimension to
another.

The doors are now closing on the
Darkness of the Earth Plane, and those
of humanity working for the Light will
willingly choose to keep them tightly
closed as the division between souls
widens to complete the necessary and
longed for Freedom heralded by the
Light of All. Other worlds in Galaxies
have also been through similarities and
are still ascending in alignment and in
tune with your progress. They nurture
you from afar, for whatever each soul
does here or there, affects the Cosmos
as a whole. It is imperative that one
pointed action towards this goal, is not
apprehended by the darker factions of
the authoritarian souls working with
darker elements for their survival, with
their own agendas.

There are few humans at present alive
who are fully cognisant of the overall
challenges and changes presenting
themselves, or of the speed of the
changes necessary to complete this
momentous transformation from one
species into another. The duration of
this action is being accelerated and
precipitated by humanities deep urge
to move out of the chrysalis of the third
to fourth – a preliminary stage of
waiting, being where you are at the
present, before completing the
transformational process, enabling a
Birthing onto a new Plane of
Consciousness to be known as the Fifth
and Sixth Dimension, as the new and
complex form Humanity will manifest
into.

All this history is not an overnight
occurrence – although it may feel
overloaded by fast vibrations and out
of control. All is as it should be in the
scheme of what is taking place in your
present, providing no further wars
manifest, a peaceful conclusion will
reach over the next

Those who have the Will and Stamina
for these extreme physical and mental
changes will take up the roles of
Guides fort those in the throes of these
changes. These people have
designated themselves long before this
present age and incarnation to be of
service in this way – the majority of
the human race are now here present
to create and complete this transition

Fifty years before completion to an
entirely satisfactory transformation for
the betterment of the whole of
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humanity and your dear Soul Earth
Mother will be realised.

THE HIDDEN MEANING OF
COVID-19 PANDEMIC
BY CYRUS RYAN

As seen through the Eyes of a
Disciple - March 18, 2021
The pandemic of Covid-19 (202021) is a World Event.
Because it is a world event, it is not just
some mishap caused in a wet market
or lab in Wuhan, China. This pandemic
is a catalyst for world change and
evolution. Where the past World Wars
accelerated scientific and technical
evolution, bringing about the modern
age as we know it, this pandemic is
more focused on psychological change
within humanity. Let us look at it from
two perspectives:

Much Patience is called for throughout
this welcomed transition, but you will
have to understand the Oneness of
Being, the perfection of Love and all its
multifaceted attributes, and how to
Love your Neighbour as Yourself, to
bring happiness to others, to share
without reserve.
Learn generosity, Kindness, and have
under control the Ego/liar, to former
root cause from the beginning of time.
All this is preferable and instead of an
annihilating Third world war.

In one sense, this pandemic has caused
a great deal of suffering on many
different levels. Worldwide, more than
two million individuals lost their lives,
while millions more were infected by
this virus. People lost family members,
relatives and friends to a virus we have
very little understanding of. This
caused a great deal of pain. Thousands
lost their jobs, businesses and
livelihood. Millions felt they lost their
freedom to enjoy their lives because of
the social lockdowns and restrictions
to personal gatherings, including
religious observances, concerts, clubs,
and sporting events. All were curtailed
or cancelled.
People were forced by government
lockdown orders to stay home, selfquarantine where required, only
venturing out for essential jobs or to
purchase food.

It is with my greatest admiration for
your tenacity and sufferance and
honing towards the truth of your being
by tuning within to the perfection of
your Higher Self Guidance, that I
salute you, and give you all my love
and attention, that you may overcome
all adversity in time.
Zoare
Holy Spirit Cards taken for this
reading: Forgiveness Awaken
Generosity.
Transcribed by ©Geraldine Sherborne
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So, what is going on in our world?
People are suffering, governments and
medical facilities are stressed, plus the
world economy is being shaken up.
Events of this magnitude are not
accidents. They have a purpose. It is
determining and understanding this
purpose that is the real challenge.
First, why do I say this pandemic is no
accident?
Because it is a World Event and not
some outbreak that is isolated to a
small territory. Also, nothing happens
by accident, all is governed by
inexorable laws and karma. There are
higher forces, spiritual hierarchies that
watch over humanity to help reduce
the impact of greater evils on this
planet, as the Master DK pointed out
in Externalization of the Hierarchy
(pg.439). He explains that certain
forces were permitted to impact on
humanity that materialized as world
wars to effect many changes. Note that
the world wars impacted humanity, the
environment and both the animal,
vegetable and mineral kingdoms. This
pandemic on the other hand, impacted
primarily humanity, with a secondary
effect on the environment as we have
seen cleaner air, ozone being repaired
and animals returning to old areas
they have long since abandoned. The
main focus of this pandemic is
humanity.

Additionally, government mandates
based on scientific directions required
everyone to wear masks, particularly in
indoor venues such as supermarkets,
hospitals, banks, schools, etc. and to
add social distancing. All this was seen
as excessive by many people all over
the world. Many refused to wear masks
or social distance from others. Then, to
make matters worse, misleading
information or controversy was
created, generating doubts as to the
veracity of the pandemic, and the idea
that it was just a means for the
governments to gain a greater control
of the masses was spread.
As the pandemic wore on, week after
week, until one year had passed, there
were many psychological issues that
soon began to be observed by the
authorities in communities all over the
world. Suicides rates were up,
altercations between family members
were spiking and more and more
people became depressed. People in
many countries defied public orders
and staged rallies to protest all the new
government measures, which were
established to contain the spread of the
highly infectious Covid-19 virus and
variant strains, and the reduction of
the burden on medical facilities. Now,
not only were people rebelling against
various governments, but also against
the advice of science, medical
professionals and even common sense.
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The Covid pandemic is a catalyst for
spiritual growth for humanity.
Remember, through this pandemic, it
is the personality that suffers, not one’s
inner self. Suffering is the means the
invisible higher forces test humanity,
awakening those who are ready to
enter the probationary path, and even
in some cases, passing the first
initiation.

who have contracted Covid. There are
many instances where doctors, nurses
and other health-care workers with
inadequate PPE (personal protection
equipment) continue to work tirelessly
to administer aid and comfort to these
patients and they, in turn contract this
virus, ending up in critical care where
many succumb to the disease. This
effort on the part of such health care
professionals is an example of ‘maitri’
or sacrifice. Sacrifice (maitri) is an act
of love at its highest degree.

How does this work?
There are two Soul qualities that are at
the heart of everyone:
1. Expression of Compassion –
Karuna (Sanskrit)
2. True Sacrifice – Maitri
(Sanskrit)

Love sustains unity, the feeling of
oneness for all that lives. Sacrifice is a
soul quality; as a soul effort, actively
working through the personality,
where the cares and concerns of the
personality are lost sight of, through an
innate love for the care of others. This
is a great effort and the result is that
such individuals make great spiritual
progress through these efforts, because
they choose to ‘serve’ relinquishing the
concern for the personal self. This is
very clear and easier to see, while the
idea of compassion in this pandemic is
more subtle.

As I mentioned, through the eyes of a
disciple, this means that the
interpretation that I’m about to give
comes not from the personality, rather
it is based on soul insights that came to
me over a long period of time. When
Covid-19 was approaching Canada, my
country of residence, I could feel a
dark, heavy, elemental laden cloud
approaching. Once the outbreak took
hold, I could no longer sense this
elemental force that brought Covid.
For many months I was in the dark as
to the purpose of this world event. Was
this just a catastrophe? My wife is a
medical professional at a major
hospital and a couple of years before
Covid, I told her that there would be a
viral outbreak that would affect
humanity. This created interesting
discussions regarding possibilities.
Unfortunately, I feel this is just the
beginning of some major changes that
will beset humanity in the next few
years.

There is a divide happening within
humanity and nowhere is it more
evident than in the approach that
individuals will take regarding public
safety mandates and specifically those
who adhere to them and those who
resist them. Those who wear masks as
prescribed by health officials in public
locations and maintain social
distancing are acting through a subtle
inner urge that lies deep in the soul to
be compassionate (karuna). They are
not worried about the government
taking away individual freedoms or
how they look; nor do they come up
with other excuses, as so many who
refuse to wear masks do.

There are front-line workers, especially
in the medical profession who are in
daily contact with critically ill patients
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see themselves surrounded by a bubble
of pride, as though they were exempt
from the needs of humanity. With the
world changing so significantly, and as
it gets smaller, separateness is not the
way of the future. We all have to see
ourselves as one family, and thus care
for all.
With these ideas in mind, many people
who do not considered themselves as
spiritual, will, through their inner
compassion for their fellow
man/woman, enter upon the Path of
Probation. We are told by the Master
DK that the planetary Logos is
undergoing a cosmic initiation.
Initiation is a point of great tension
and crisis, that creates disruptions of
the natural mechanical pace of
ordinary activity in order to reach a
higher level of realization. The
endeavors on the higher planes are
mysteriously reflected on the lower
planes.

Why is wearing a mask an act of
compassion?
1) Wearing a mask means you are
thinking of the welfare of others
by reducing the spread of
droplets discharged through
your own breath.
2) Wearing a mask and social
distancing means that by
protecting yourself, you are less
likely to bring the virus home
and risk infecting others in your
family, or your colleagues in a
work environment; thus you are
thinking of the welfare of
others.
3) Wearing a mask is an act of
‘service’ to all of humanity.

Thus, for humanity, this Covid-19
pandemic is a momentous spiritual
event with the possibility of
accelerating its spiritual evolution.

Those who refuse to wear masks or
social distance, illustrate a stronger
inner self-centered interest; they place
their desires first and are inconsiderate
of the welfare of others. No matter
what arguments such individuals
formulate, the bottom line is that it is
selfishness and separateness.

Cyrus Ryan – Director of the Northern
School of Esoteric Wisdom

My Experience
My Silver Birch Tree and Nature
Friends
Marianne Griffin
My silver birch tree is my friend. We
have kept each other company over the
years. The spirit of Silver Birch and the
spirit of White Eagle are friends. This
is a story about the journey to save the
realm of Nature.

The subtlety of this mental state of
separateness is that such individuals

Marianne Griffin ~ February 2021
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along by the stream. A grey horse
joined her. They crossed a bridge and
went up the steps to a temple.
In the temple they suddenly found
themselves in a kind of cave. All
around them were sparkling rocks.
They were purple amethysts. The horse
went further, and came to the entrance
of another cave, which had twinkling
pink rocks around its walls. He
stopped and stared.
There in front of him was a chair, like a
throne, where a lady was sitting quietly
with her eyes closed. She had long
golden hair, with a small coronet on
top, with sparkling red rubies set into
the gold. On a large pinnacle of purple
amethyst was a gold box, studded with
red rubies.

The nature spirit of the silver birch tree
was, and no doubt still is, part of a
sacred realm. The Celtic people
believed this tree held powers to
protect them. The tree was a symbol of
new beginnings, rebirth and growth.
The Celtic people created many
legends that were passed down
through the ages. Each tree had its
own nature spirit. All of nature lived in
harmony.

A golden mist swirled up towards the
roof of the cave.
The nature spirit looked over the
horse. She wondered who this lady
was. Was she another nature spirit ?
Was she guarding the box ? What was
in the box ? Why was it so precious ?
Her thoughts flew through the cave
and suddenly the box sent out golden
rays, and a gold key appeared next to
it.

Once upon a time there was a young
Silver Birch tree. As the tree grew, it
was protected by a nature spirit. The
tree talked to the other older and taller
trees. Their roots met each other under
the ground, and passed messages to
each other. The birds and squirrels
came and sat and played on its
branches.

The guardian of the box woke up. She
opened her eyes and looked at the
horse and the nature spirit. Her arms
became wings of shining light and her
heart shone brightly.
"All I protect here in this box is pure
LOVE. One day, men will remember
that LOVE is the answer to all their
problems.

One day the nature spirit came
through the grand gates into the
garden. She smelled the perfume of the
roses and walked to the crystal
waterfall. There she bathed in the
healing crystals. When she came out,
she felt like a ballet dancer and floated

"Go back and tell all the trees, all the
flowers in the wood, and all the birds
and creatures that are in the gardens,
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home of Nature found their paths to
the treasure of Love by many different
events in their life.

to take this message to the men and
women who visit them.
"Make them see the beauty all around
them. If they can love us, then maybe
they can love each other, and work
with Nature."

Inside the lid of the ruby studded box
were written the words
LOVE AND RESPECT ALL.
The talent or tool in their lives gave
them the chance to make changes, to
teach others about the power of LOVE,
the need to respect every living thing.
What connects man to creatures? Look
at their eyes. Man's eyes are a
connection with the SOUL.
A horse will walk around to see you
from every angle. He will sense your
mood, your emotions. Cows will sniff
you, in their curiosity. Dogs will want
to connect with you, wanting to play,
or to be stroked. Cats will know if you
are going to be their friend. Like dogs,
they know when you are sad or ill.
Birds can be curious. You may not see
them, but, watching you from a hedge
or a tree, they are there. And as for
sheep ... who knows ... can we get close
enough to them to find out? ..... Like a
shepherd out on the hills, we must love
and respect all of nature around us.

The nature spirit thanked the spirit in
the amethyst cave and said she would
go back to her home, by her silver
birch trees, and spread the message.
She retraced her steps, with the grey
horse by her side, quietly stroking him
and whispering to him. Then he knelt
down on his front legs and let her
climb onto his back. Away they sped
until they reached the silver birch
wood, where all the creatures came out
to greet them.
So, when you next see a silver birch
tree, listen to the wind in her branches,
watch her leaves dance, see the many
birds who come flying to her branches,
and listen for the message from the
spirit of the amethyst cave, the
guardian of the ruby studded box and
its treasure ~

Marianne Griffin ~ March 2021

PURE LOVE
If you see a little feather appear on the
ground, maybe there is an angel, or the
Silver Birch Spirit, somewhere near .....
The Silver Birch and the guardian
spirit of the ruby studded box knew
that some human beings would heed
the message, to protect LOVE.
Families who lived in the comforting
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It is the reaction and the dark aspect of
the collective consciousness that is
coming forth in order to be seen,
acknowledged and understood. Once
these actions are witnessed there is an
opportunity to heal and transform
from within the culture.

Collectively Initiation
Peggy Black and the 'team'

Humanity is fatigued. This past year
has been difficult for your entire
planet. The virus that has been
responsible for the shutdown of all
normal activities and the enormous
loss of lives has truly stretched
individuals to their collective edge.
We are here to offer you a different
perspective. Realize that each and
every person is undergoing a personal
form of initiation and awakening to the
next level. The intense amount of light
energy and frequencies are causing the
dense energies of the collective wounds
to rise.

We are here, offering you our guidance
and inspiration during these times of
intense turmoil and transformation.
Remember it is out of chaos that
change is possible. Remember that you
are certainly change agents. You as a
divine conscious being are here at this
time and in this dimension to call
forth, envision and anchor the coming
new age and move to a higher
dimension as a collective. Step into
your sovereignty and claim your
power.

Your world is deeply divided as a
whole. You are witnessing the gradual
acceleration through disruptions,
corruptions, imbalances and crises.
Many find themselves caught in the
throes of separation, defense, fear and
shame. The collective and accumulated
pain is rising to the surface.
The vast majority of the population is
still stuck in some level of inner
conflict and duality. So rather than
address what is out of balance and
looking for a more nurturing solution
and compassionate understanding
there is the pattern of blame which
illustrates the old paradigm of duality.
As this planet and all of humanity
move to a higher dimension it is
crucial that energies of fear, shame,
anger, racism and judgment must be
released and healed.

We know the tremendous upheaval
exhibited within a divided country is
disturbing and shocking to many. Yet
we will remind you that the anger and
sense of invalidation you are
witnessing is only one aspect of what
has been repressed and hidden within
the psyche of those who do not feel
heard. This anger is easily stirred up
and manipulated and takes on an
energy that engulfs the many.
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This planet will continue to exhibit
situations that mirror or match what is
held within the collective
consciousness of humanity. Change
will occur when each individual can
observe the disharmony and
dysfunction happening and ask what
within myself has contributed to these
events, no matter how shocking or
unbelievable. Be conscious of fear
based thoughts and release them as
soon as they sneak into your
awareness. Be truthful and look within
as honestly as possible.

much suffering must humanity have in
order to move forward and evolve?
Remember it is entirely up to each of
you.

You are being supported from the
highest realms of light to transform
any and all negative and misqualified
energies that you experience. Learn to
nurture yourself. Learn to forgive
yourself and others. Be gentle with
yourself and with others as you
untangle the knots of illusion and free
yourselves from the limitations of the
lower dimensional matrices.

This is the awakening you have been
waiting for and calling forth. This is
only the beginning. This process of
evolution will take years, so step up
and step into your divine knowing of
what part you play in this process. This
is an exciting time and we celebrate
with you. You cannot awaken and hold
on to old attitudes and ways of being
that do not support life sustaining
actions and realities.

The energy is really powerful right now
offering new beginnings. Your DNA is
being activated. You are experiencing a
new earth activation process where
there is a levelling up for all humans.
You are receiving light codes and
downloads of a powerful
transformation of cosmic activation.

The highest qualities in humans come
out through disaster and hard times.
People help each other and show
caring and compassion. People begin
to honor their connections with each
other and with nature. Many
individuals are connecting with the
nature beings and the elementals. They
are beginning to realize that these
elementals have been doing their best
to transform humanity’s pain. It is
most important that humanity begins
to live on Earth in harmonious ways
with other life forms, nature beings
and the elementals.

This cosmic energy is moving
humanity into a higher octave.
Humanity is going through a collective
initiation. This energy is activating and
pushing the many uncomfortable
situations happening at this time
around your world.
Many realize and know deep within
that this world and humanity will
never be the same. Such is the
magnitude of what is happening.
People simply need to move forward
with this shift without resistance. How

There are studies being done that
recognize that there is a consciousness
field. Your thoughts are intertwined
with the world around you. Begin to
consider that consciousness is
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something that extends beyond the
boundaries of the physical skull. You
have seen the results where large
groups of people meditating have
lowered the rates of crime, suicide and
violence.

From the Magazine Archive
1987
A Proper Ritual For Fountain
Groups
Colin Bloy

When we say to you that you are
powerful beyond measure this is what
we are addressing. Your consciousness
coupled with your prayers and
intentions can and will assist in this
shift that is taking place. Your thoughts
are powerful. Your mind has
tremendous influence over your life
and your body as well as the world and
nature around you.

We are indebted to Kari Lykken of
Oslo for what may be a very important
concept for Fountain Meditations.
Indeed, it was practised at the
Radionics Association Conference in
April and was very powerful. In part it
is inspired by the work of Annie Besant
and C W Leadbeater, which gave rise
out of the Theosophical Society, to
what is known as the Liberal Catholic
Church.

You are the new visionaries, the bridge
builders and the way showers. When
you find, own and live from this new
awareness and this new balance you
are the divine super hero you came
here to be. Be patient and loving to
others who are just waking up to who
they are or can be. You have been on
this path a long time and have done
your work. Anchor what you know in
your heart so that others may follow
your light.

Sadly words confuse and so do the
term Liberal Catholic Church. The
word “catholic” means universal, and
is not the property of the Roman
Catholic Church. The Anglican creed
requires one to say, “I believe in the
Holy Catholic Church,” and considers
itself to be Catholic and Apostolic.
None of this matters, except to indicate
that the Liberal Catholic Church is
neither Anglican or Roman, and if
anything owes its heritage to Masonic
traditions.

You are never alone in your task; we
are here as well as the other divine
beings awaiting your call and request
for assistance. Be in peace and know
that you are loved. the 'team'

Leadbeater and Besant saw
clairvoyantly how proper ritual, now
sadly neglected in the majority of
Christian Churches produced energy
forms, and, curiously how a proper
Mass or Communion produced a
hemisphere of golden energy over the
congregation, exactly as was
photographed in Andorra after the
Alphaega meditation and also how a
chequerboard pattern emerges, and
they see this as the floor of the temple
on which the eventual superstructure
of the temple of the spirit is built,

©2021 Peggy Black All Rights
Reserved. Notice is given that the
creation of videos by people other than
the author, channel and scribe is
prohibited. You may share this
message and distribute it as long as
nothing is changed, you credit the
author and include this copyright
notice and web address:
www.morningmessages.com FREE 88
messages available.
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indeed, exactly what Fountain work is
all about!

Let us see in our total consciousness
how they are mutually interdependent
and how they each have
responsibilities to the others.

However, the names we give things
categorise and separate, the objective
of Fountain work is truth, and the
word “church” is misleading apart
from “Catholic”. “Liberal” is anodyne.

Let us see the world at a distance with
all its fields which spread away from
the globe and let us hold this being
dear, and send it from our inner most
being that love and healing that may
render and hold it harmonious and in
peace that all its kingdoms may live in
happiness together, and save the
planet for the onward evolution of
consciousness and love in this part of
the cosmos.”

But the underlying fact is that proper
ritual aids the consciousness to put
itself in that state in which pure love
may manifest, and I don’t care if that is
labelled in any ethnic or cultural way,
so long as everyone understands there
is only one truth and it is universal.
That having been said, back to Kari’s
ritual which she calls “Universal
Service” and subtitles.

For the Community (with a map of the
town or city.)
“Let us visualise the great column of
Light descend upon us – the fire of
Cosmic Love – and let us see ourselves
united in our being in a hemisphere of
golden energy, and in that state project
that energy of pure love to the focal
point of the community, from whence
it may spread out through all the veins
and arteries of the community to reach
all its members, that they may be
uplifted in consciousness, and each
one of them know the joy of being
aware, and that they may love their
neighbour and hold them dear, so that
all negative influences of hate,
jealousy, pride may be banished and
only peace and joy remain.

“A group activity for men of goodwill
who wish to relieve distress in the
World through a joint effort in the
Service of Love – open to all with
prejudice, wish to work for the true
healing and peace in the World.”
I have taken the liberty with her
permission of adapting it slightly for
Fountain purposes.
The Earth
“Here one may introduce a shortened
version of the Andorra Meditation as
follows:
Let us visualise together the being
Earth, our Mother. Let us take into our
consciousness the molten magma
boiling away in the centre then the
earth’s crust and the whole mineral
kingdom, both liquid and crystallised.

(Plus any further points relevant to
that community.)

And then the plant kingdom, drawing
on the mineral kingdom for its
sustenance, and then the animal
kingdom ultimately dependant on the
lower kingdoms. And then the race of
man.
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pairs, with the lowest ones stalked and
the upper ones unstalked. The flower
blooms through spring and summer
into autumn and most close at night.
Each flower has five petals, each with
two lobes at the tip. They are fused
together at the base but flattened on
top like a salver. Below the petals are
5, fused, purple, sepals which bear
glandular hairs and are inflated into in
a tube around the petal bases. Each
has 5 teeth at its tip.

Essence World News
By Jan Stewart
Red Campion Silene dioica

Note that there are separate male and
female flowers borne on different
plants. The staminated male flowers
are much narrower than the female
ones and have 10 veins. The pistillated
female flowers are oval at the base and
have 20 veins. Their ovaries have
three styles. After fertilisation, the
resulting fruit is a capsule of six fused
carpels opening by 6 teeth which bend
back to release the seeds.

The genus name Silene probably
derives from the Greek word sialon,
which means saliva in reference to the
gummy exudate occurring on the
stems. It may also derive from Silenus,
teacher, faithful companion, and foster
father of Dionysus (Greek god of wine)
who was covered with foam, again
referencing the gummy exudate that
captures pollen from visiting insects,
especially butterflies. As some
campions open at night, it may also
refer to the moon.

Traditionally the plant was used for
treating snake bites and warts,
stemming bleeding, clearing ‘stones’,
clearing the toxic effects of
anaesthetics and acting as a diuretic.
On a practical level, the roots, when
boiled, produce a soapy solution for
washing from their saponin contents.
Recommended products include Wild
Medicine Red Campion essence, made
by Sophie Knock and Nicki
Greenheart. Sophie is a trustee of The
Chalice Well, Glastonbury. The
essence is ‘for generosity: Pure
sweetness, generously giving and
loving. When our batteries are low
and it's hard to be the Love that we
are. Red Campion refills us heart and
soul, plumps up our heart to its
original innocence and fullness’.

The Red Campion likes growing in
limestone areas but never where it is
very dry. Its original habitat was
probably sea-shore alder groves. But it
also grew in ancient woodlands, so
finding one in a wood indicates its long
existence.
Red Campion is a perennial with a
downy stem which ascends
unbranched and has dark red upper
parts. The hairy leaves are oval and in

Simon Blackler of Allies of Nature
makes a Red Campion essence which
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‘helps people who are feeling a little
disconnected from life, unaware of the
real reason why they are here on the
planet at this time. The Red Campion
teaches us about connection, how we
relate to our own purpose in life
whilst being of service to the
community. Here we know our place
in the world and how we are going to
lead as one of the Campions’.

ISBN 987-0-9852824-4-8
Publisher Invisible Temple
Can a temple transform a person into
an extraordinary being?
Ancients texts refer to temples as living
beings, intermediaries, between matter
and spirit that transform people “into
gods, into b right stars.”
They also describe a global flood in
9703 BC and how groups of survivors
– Seven Sages, Shinning Ones,
Followers of Horus – set out to rebuild
the “former mansions of gods” by
creating a vast interconnected network
of power places upon the Earth’s
energy hotspots. The temples that rose
from them would serve future
generations whenever they lost their
spiritual compass. And what’s more,
science has discovered that these
portals are still working.

Book Review

Based on the latest evidence, this
original work covers then origin of
sacred sites, how the measurable
energy in temples alters our state of
consciousness, the seven laws that
transform ordinary locations into
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April Melt

portals, and why we seek out these
places.
From Stonehenge and the sacred sites
of Egypt, to India, the Americas,
Pacific Islands and the Far East, best
selling author Freddy Silva takes you
on a 17,000 year journey of levitating
stones, underwater “cities of
knowledge,”15ft tall gods, and the
secret groups who kept this single
minded vision alive throughout recent
history.
Their aim?

Round the corner, on the edge of the path,
underneath the budding maple I seek
angels, guidance.
Underneath the bubbling skin of the creek
beside the gray breathing boulder
I seek messages, what to do.
In the blue gray of the sky, in the way
the chickadees have broken open the
sunflower seeds
in the swirl of dry leaves I seek answers,
in the rush of wind, cold breath of air,
bend of rising daffodils, I ask, how do
I manage?
In the way the daffodils were felled face
down
by the foot of snow, a six-foot circle of
them,
and they all rose again like Christ, I want
an answer, and may have found it:
bend from the weight, but do not break.
Laura Rodley ©

The transformation of every being on
Earth.

Highly recommended for all interested
in sacred sites. – Suzanne Thomas

MOMENTS OF GREAT BEAUTY

Creative Corner
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church congregations praying for her
as she, the lone woman,
gunned for Massachusetts,
her heart a spring that wouldn’t
let her rest until today,
when the first snow fell
and she could taste it, cold, on her tongue.

In the silence of the beautiful
Love holds us in suspension
Beyond minds questioning role.
The perfume of this moment
Is succour to the Soul
An encouragement of magnitude
For giving out to others
As love and care unfolds.
These moments of great beauty
Are briefly ours to hold
A deep peace is experienced
The mystery of creation

Laura Rodley ©

Showing us horizons new

Taking Off was previously published in
Boston Literary Magazine.

As Love comes in unarmed.
©Geraldine Sherborne 03.01.2021

If you are creative, we’d love to display
your work here, whether artistic, poetic,
photographic, short story etc.etc

Taking Off

Contact suzannemthomas48@gmail.com

All the way from the Bridge of the Gods
she pressed Pearl’s gas pedal down,
go, go, I want to see that first snow,
though it was ninety-five degrees
with no air conditioning,
the promise of being planted
inside her new home firmly by Christmas
wearing a navy Peacoat and insulated
boots standing out in the white snow
kept her going, kept her cool as
perspiration soaked her back, her thighs,
as daylight expanded and trucks
rocked Pearl as they passed,
caught her up in their wake,
on tidal wave of speed, eighty-five miles
an hour, and she couldn’t get off,
the smell of cow dung and refried beans
hanging in the air, cornfield after cornfield.
This is America, she told herself,

E mails to the Editor

Call out for more members, for meditation
group using the Fountain concept in Florence,
Italy. If you, or someone you know who would
be interested in joining this group contact
Silvia Cecchini.
silviacecchini@yahoo.it
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If you would like to send in your own
thoughts, experiences, images or
comments.
suzannemthomas48@gmail.com

The first talk will be from myself,
(Suzanne Thomas), charting
Fountain’s history, and how we can all
put the Fountain concept to work in
our own communities.

My aim is to build a healthy spiritual
network, with no boundaries, there is
no need to feel alone, no matter where
you are physically in the world, all are
free to share, if you wish.
I am truly grateful to all who promote
the Fountain International Magazine
and or Newsletter.

Be a part of this spiritual
project. Don’t leave me
hanging.

The second talk will be from Richard
Creightmore, who was taught to dowse
by Colin Bloy.
Richard will talk about Geopathic
Stress and Earth Acupuncture geopathic stress in the home and
landscape: signs, symptoms, causes
and cures.
Richard is a water diviner, geomancer
and healer of forty years' experience,
and the author of 'Feng Shui - Secrets
of Chinese Geomancy' (Wooden Books
2011).

Dates for your diary
40th Anniversary of
Fountain International
Two dates for your diary Sunday
26th Sept 2021 and Wednesday
29th.
For this special event I thought
that holding it on zoom, would
enable everyone around the
world who wanted to take part in
this Anniversary could.
Split into two parts, the first is a
session of three talks which are
related and about Fountain.
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The third speaker is Macarena
Miletich, taught Archetypal Healing
by Colin Bloy. She is a healer, writer,
instructor and specialist in Vocal
Techniques and Therapeutic Sound.
Offers healing consultations and
teaches Archetypal Healing Courses.

Finally
“It's a thought," I said with a grin.
"That's exactly what it is, Dan - a thought - no
more real than the shadow of a shadow.
Consciousness is not In the body; the body is
In Consciousness. And you Are that
Consciousness - no the phantom mind that
troubles you so. You are the body, but you are
everything else, too. That is what your visions
revealed to you. Only the mind resists change.
When you relax mindless into the body, you
are happy and content and free, sensing no
separation. Immortality is Already yours, but
not in the same way you imagined or hope for.
You have been immortal since before you were
born and will be long after the body dissolves.
The body is in Consciousness; never born;
never dies; only changes. The mind - your ego,
personal beliefs, history, and identity - is all
that ends at death. And who needs it?"
Socrates leaned back into his chair.

Archetypes, Healing, in the 21st
Century
Will include: Healing, define the
concept from our current perspective.
The inner connection and ethics. The
purpose of healing in evolutionary
terms. Dimensional work together for
Humankind and our Planet.

"I'm not sure all of that sank in."
"Of course not." He laughed. "Words mean
little unless you realize the truth of it yourself.
And when you do, you'll be free at last.”
― Dan Millman, Way of the Peaceful Warrior:
A Book That Changes Lives

The second part of the Anniversary
celebrations takes place on Wednesday
the 29th September at 8.30pm GMT
(Summer Time). Which is the exact
date and time that the First Brighton
Experiment Meditation took place. In
this zoom link up the Gaia Meditation
(channelled by Colin Bloy,) will be
performed, for those who wish to take
part. The Meditation will roughly take
about half an hour.
If you would like to attend either of
both zoom meetings, (let me know
which,) and a link and further
information will be forwarded to you
in due course. (Places are limited.)
suzannemthomas48@gmail.com
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